There were no text books to start a non-profit or business module on company limited by guarantee. Social Creatives started from scratch with a mission of adding colours on to society. With a believe that communities come together like a paintbrush that create masterpieces, Social Creatives
has engaged many corporate groups, non profits and artists together.

From multi national companies to local brands, people added colours on public walls. Once grey,
now void decks and public locations earned artworks that add life to the surroundings. Companies
pay a big role in Social Creatives as through our social enterprise models, they injected the spirit of
giving and funds that fuel progress of artistic appreciation for society and themselves.

From hospitals to elderly centres and once upon a time, Social Creatives was active in allowing opportunities for youth offenders to earn community work orders (CWO hours). These communities
increased our social impact and impart life skills to beneficiaries.

Artists are the soul of the organisation as they bind our social fabric together. Not only do they provide a can do attitude, they provide a vigour to do better. Our artist pool are usually budding artists
where their first jobs are with us. Through these opportunities, they grow art in their hearts and
participate with a meaning beyond just art.

Social Creatives was never meant to do art but rather creativity onto society. We grew through demand and supply as well as market forces to be the pioneers of murals in Singapore. Through our
quest to broaden our horizons, our works has reached continents.

One of my favourite experience was an initiative with Peace Boat for the ground breaking of Social
Creatives Museum. An artwork travelled to many different cities and countries and a year later returned to us. This artwork encompass a canvass where anyone from any background is able to
come together through the beauty of art and the mechanics of creativity.

It is indeed a humble experience having served more than 10 years with Social Creatives. We will
continue to do good work and create impact but it is only through support, our initiatives reach
greater heights. I would like to do an open call for companies to organise team buildings with us as
well as donors to come together and fuel us with bread and butter. As a ground up initiative, resources are always not in abundance but through prosperity, progress is achieved.
Thank you one and all for growing with Social Creatives and together colours create masterpieces.

Faris Basharahil Founder
Social Creatives Ltd.

We are governed first by
our core-values followed
by the visions and missions of what we do. At
the age of 3, we defined
our DNA as
•

Against Artistic Dilution

•

Balance in our
approach

•

Connect people
as assets

•

Discrimination is a no
no

OUR PROCESSES: Team building, corporate-social investment,
participative engagement, and artworks adoption
OUR OUTCOMES: Public Murals, Murals in One Room Flats,
Welfare Murals, Void Deck Art Galleries and Art Jam
ARTISTIC IMPACT: Artistic exposure, artistic appreciation,
city beautification, arts therapy, cultural diplomacy, audience development and art intervention
SOCIAL IMPACT: Sense of belonging, improved esteem, integration
inclusion of communities

Social Creatives was built on a rhetorical
exercise: If you ask anyone to draw a house
on a piece of paper, we would draw the
same kind of house. This is usually square
shaped with a triangular roof and two windows with a door in the centre. There is
even a chimney with smoke coming out. If
we go deeper into this exercise, we realised
that people who are environmentally
friendly would draw two trees beside on
each side while those with some insecurities will draw fences. Lastly, individuals that
are progressive would draw an alley leading outside the house. But it is curved?

We, Social Creatives Ltd, do Art for social change; Art to enhance the public perception towards each other, societies and the eARTh.
Mural Art is actually the first way of communication originating from cave-drawing and
served as the first avenue for us to connect to each other, our surroundings societies and
even eARTh. As society progresses, de-marginalised groups are left behind causing other
challenges which arise from time to time and concepts of even middle child syndrome in
middle income based societies.

The hole in our physical environment has resulted in global warming, which is especially
apparent in equatorial Singapore. On a light note, we are lucky to have Uniqlo's 'Airism' Tshirts to keep us cool! However, in our human environment, there are many holes too and
these are represented by the many emotional and physical walls that separate us from being who we are and being our best. Some walls are necessary. It is impossible to break-

1965 - Singapore was an accidental nation that started without any natural resources except for people. There was a need to maximize our potential through a knowledge base
economy and critical education. Hopefully, together we build a city of possibilities.
2008 - Forty-three years later, through many structure changes especially in the education
sector, we were nurtured to be forward thinking, critical and business-centric. This cultivated a religion known locally as kiasu-ism (overly critical). Today, we have a developed economy with hundreds of billions in GDP reserves. However, socially we can do better? Our
uniquely Singapore is known as a fine city city with a Kindness and Courtesy campaign
while on the surface, our environment represents a clean and green city due to help from
our foreign friends and the many laws. Let’s together bring out our inner and exterior
beauty internally and externally.

The problem of kiasu-ism is in our mind-set, and in the way we look at things. (2015 Note:
Kiasu-ism is not a problem, it is actually our Singapore DNA and is something to laugh
about). The challenge in our perception bleeds elitism, generalization, income divide, ageing population, lack of ruggedness, lack of empathy, and the list goes on. In view of these
challenges, a group of us wanted to do our part. We wanted to connect people to their surroundings and develop a stronger sense of ownership amongst each other and to our surroundings. We wanted to bring the concept of exclusivity to our heart level. We decided to
transform dustbins along Orchard Road with an heARTs objectives where the arts is for all
anywhere and everywhere as well as in our DNA instead of being very exclusive, high-end
or we locals call it as ‘atas’.

However, the relevance of community art to Singapore is of great significance, particularly
because there are no existing groups doing it on a sustainable basis. This was how Social
Creatives was born. The idea of painting of dustbins ripple our efforts of a paintbrush
where different feathers come together to create masterpieces to address societal gaps.
2015 - Things are changing much faster now. We want to be part of this escalating and exciting society to shape that change. Singapore is also known by a symbol where a fantasy
Lion appears with an oceanic mermaid. Perhaps this is a fulcrum for all of us to achieve and
progress towards. We believe in people, and our missions and visions may be altered in
the years to come to stay relevant. However, we believe that the soul of the organization

Project: Creativity Hub: 6000sqf space at Philips Electronics
Studio, Artist incubation, Logistics Ctr, Training Hub, Strategic HQ* and Admin Centre
Date: Jan to Dec 2015

Project: SE Curriculum with Republic Polytechnic
A one year curriculum were created with Republic Polytechnic Diploma in Social Enterprises
Date: Jan 2015 to Dec 2016

Project: Logistic and Admin Centre at 2400sqf in Serangoon Plaza
A one year artist incubation centre was organised involving a project studio.
Date: Jan 2016 to Dec 2016

Project: Social Creatives Museum and Space
A series of art jammings were conducted to non-profit groups at a community art space
while the museum hosts exhibitions from embassies, art galleries
And fresh art graduates

Artworks with Bright Vision Hospital

Artworks with Sengkang Health

IMH patient engagement with Republic Polytechnic

Façade Art at Whampoa

Teambulding Mural for Singapore Customs

UOB Mural at Aljunied Crescent
Façade Art at Tanglin CC

Shine Festival through Artery

Road Art @ Circuit Road

Dart Art @ Circuit Road
French Road Mural

Void deck Gallery Enhancement @ Pipit Road

DBS Doodles design

Tembusu College NUS and Tour of Pipit Road VDG

Philips Canvas Painting

Emergenatics workshop

Global Citizenship and Creative Arts at SCWO

Cirque du Soleil Performance

National Kidney Foundation Artworks at Centre

Typography artworks at Canosian School

Philips Art Jamming

Ascendas Canvas Painting

Painting London Overseas Production

South East Asia Arts Festival Overseas Production

3D City- Guinness World Records by CNA @ RWS

Arts4Peace in Ethiopia Africa
Painting Pianos at National Stadium Atrium

Designs for empseyhill by Country City

Agency of integrated care @VDG

Ascendas @ Angsana Home

Artworks at Spinelli

Ruscksack Inn @ Lavender

New Town Secondary

Ascendas @ Shenghong Home

Jalan Minyak Painting of one room flats

Peace Connect with ONE (Singapore)
Ascendas @ Shenghong Home

Jalan Minyak Painting of one room flats

Artworks at Lions Befrienders

Ascendas @ Shenghong Home

Jalan Minyak Painting of one room flats

Artworks at Monfortcare

Artworks at Goodlife

Credit Suisse at @ Angsana Home

Arts4Peace in Ethiopia Africa

Ascendas @ Thye Hua Kwan

Jalan Minyak Painting of one room flats

Workshop at SCWO

Cirque du Soleil Kooza

YCH Murals
Social Creatives underwent strategic
planning from 2018 and hence a
reduction of activities

2019
2 Mural Sessions
2 Void Deck Art Gallery Sessions
1 Corporate Mural
2 Artworks at Welfare Organisations

2020
2 Mural Sessions

2 Void Deck Art Gallery Sessions
1 Corporate Mural
2 Artworks at Welfare Organisations

2019
2 Mural Sessions

($5000 each)

2 Void Deck Art Gallery Sessions

($3000 each)

1 Corporate Mural

($10,000 each)

2 Artworks at Welfare Organisations

($3000 each)

1 Stakeholders session (Auction, Dinner)

($50,000)

2020
2 Mural Sessions

2 Void Deck Art Gallery Sessions
1 Corporate Mural
2 Artworks at Welfare Organisations
1 Mural voluntourism

($20,000)

Sessions are either MICE, Adoption or Commission projects. $$$ are before CMF

